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Abstract The identification of anticipation in schizophrenia
is a recent focus in the genetic epidemiology of schizophre-
nia, although it involves some controversial methodological
issues. We explored the evidence of anticipation among 44
Japanese two-generation pairs with schizophrenia found by
reviewing nine years of admission records (1986–1994) at
the Department of Neuropsychiatry, Nagasaki University
Hospital and Michino-o Hospital, Nagasaki. The 44 pairs
consisted of 27 two-generation pairs of first-degree relatives
group (FDRG) and 17 pairs of second-degree relatives
group (SDRG). On pairwise comparison and a life table
analysis, the age at onset (AO) was significantly earlier in
the lower generation (G2) than in the upper generation
(G1) in all of the pairs and in the two subgroups, FDRG and
SDRG. Earlier AO was shown in G2 even after minimizing
some statistical biases for the study of anticipation in schizo-
phrenia. A significant earlier mean AO was found in G2
even when a cohort effect was controlled for. There was no
marked difference in AO between paternal and maternal
transmission. These results provide further evidence for
epidemiological anticipation, suggesting biological anticipa-
tion such as the involvement of trinucleotide repeats expan-
sion in G2. The limitations of the study are also discussed.

Key words Anticipation · Schizophrenia · Ascertainment
bias · Cohort effect · Trinucleotide repeats expansion ·
Affected two-generation pair method · Genomic imprinting

Introduction

Anticipation is a clinical genetic concept that has been epi-
demiologically defined as a decrease in age at onset (AO) of
the disease and an increase in severity in succeeding genera-
tions. Recently, the correlation of epidemiological anticipa-
tion with biological anticipation, in terms of trinucleotide
repeats expansion (TRE), has been demonstrated in several
neuromuscular and neurological diseases (Harper et al.
1992, Ashley and Warren 1995). This validates the genetic
concept of anticipation after a long period of neglect. The
dismissal of the concept in genetics was provoked after
rigorous methodological criticism by Penrose (1948) in re-
sponse to inflated reports of anticipation in some neuro-
psychiatric disorders. He regarded them as artifacts that
were caused by ascertainment biases.

However, since the late 1980s, new evidence of epide-
miological anticipation in several neuromuscular and
neurological diseases has been reported, even after
ascertainment biases were excluded (Ridley et al. 1988;
Höweler et al. 1989), and these lines of evidence were soon
followed by evidence of biological anticipation that showed
a correlation between decrease in AO and increase in sever-
ity with the presence of TRE. These findings provide not
only a new understanding of the molecular-genetic basis of
anticipation in those diseases but also suggest a reconsidera-
tion of the involvement of anticipation in psychiatric disor-
ders. Consequently, anticipation in schizophrenia has been
explored recently in both epidemiological and molecular-
genetic studies (Bassett and Honer 1994).

Several researchers who have minimized ascertainment
biases and overcome methodological problems such as co-
hort effect and bilineality, have demonstrated a decrease in
AO and an increase in severity in lower generations of
schizophrenia patients, (Bassett and Honer 1994; Stöber et
al. 1995; Thibaut et al. 1995; Gorwood et al. 1996; Johnson
et al. 1997). On the other hand, doubts have been cast on
data which showed anticipation in schizophrenia (Asherson
et al. 1994; Yaw et al. 1996) and other familial disorders
(Heiman et al. 1996; Fraser 1997).
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In molecular-genetics research on anticipation,
O’Donovan et al. (1995) have used the repeat expansion
detection (RED) method to show longer CAG repeats in
the DNA of schizophrenia patients than in the DNA of
normal controls. Their report, however, has been followed
by reports of conflicting findings (Dann et al. 1996; Laurent
et al. 1996; Petronis et al. 1996; Vincent et al. 1996).
Nakamoto et al. (1997) have identified long CAG/CTG
repeats in the normal population, and have suggested that
such repeats would contribute to most of the false-negative
results and should be excluded in the RED experiments.
Recently, a genomic discordance between monozygotic
twins discordant and concordant for schizophrenia has been
reported, and these differences could be due to the pres-
ence of TRE (Broude et al. 1997).

Thus, the evidence for epidemiological and biological
anticipation in schizophrenia is still inconclusive and re-
quires further investigation. In the present study, we com-
pared AO in 44 two-generation pairs with schizophrenia to
explore evidence for epidemiological anticipation in schizo-
phrenia. To cope with some reported methodological prob-
lems, such as bilineality, ascertainment biases, and a cohort
effect (Table 1), we systematically applied several mea-
sures, including a prediction of morbidity risk among unaf-
fected siblings of patients with schizophrenia. We also
highlight the possibility that a skewed female-to-male ratio
may mimic anticipation.

Subjects and methods

The following method was approved by the Ethics Commit-
tee of Nagasaki University School of Medicine. Probands
were defined as DSM-IV (Diagnostic and Statistical
Manual of Mental Disorders, 4th edition) schizophrenia
patients with at least one first or second degree relative,
in the upper generation (G1) or lower generation (G2)
(father, mother, child, uncle, aunt, nephew, or niece)
who suffered from psychosis, including schizophrenia,
schizophreniform disorder, schizoaffective disorder, delu-
sional disorder, brief psychotic disorder, or psychotic disor-
der not otherwise specified. Excluded were mood disorders,
psychotic disorder due to general medical condition,
substance-induced psychotic disorder, and suicide without
psychotic symptoms. Probands were drawn from 863 Japa-
nese schizophrenia patients consecutively admitted to the
Department of Neuropsychiatry, Nagasaki University Hos-
pital and Michino-o Hospital, Nagasaki, between 1986 and
1994. We reviewed their hospital admission records and
found 86 probands. All hospital records reviewed included
sufficient information for this study because, in both the
hospitals, at least two different doctors or a doctor and a
clinical psychologist independently took histories of past,
family, and present illness from both maternal and paternal
informants. The group whose probands had at least one
member who suffered from psychosis among their first de-
gree relatives (FDRG, first degree relatives group) included
50 probands. The group whose probands had at least one

Table 1 Problems in the epidemiological study of anticipation in
schizophrenia

1. Bilineality, assortative mating (Bassett 1994; Stöber 1995)
2. Random sampling, samples with age over the risk period (this

study)
3. Ascertainment bias:

(i) Proband effect (Penrose 1948)
(ii) Simultaneous onset effect (Penrose 1948)
(iii) Risk for siblings of developing schizophrenia (this study)
(iv) Discordant ATA

a
 between G1

b
 and G2

c
 (Gorwood 1996)

4. Truncation bias (Fraser 1997) or reduced fertility effect (Penrose
1948)

d

5. Cohort effect, period effect (Bassett 1994)
6. Skewed female-to-male ratio (this study)
a Age at time of ascertainment.
b Upper generation.
c Lower generation.
d Although Penrose (1948) demonstrated that this was an
ascertainment bias, Fraser (1997) called it a “truncation bias” and
distinguished it from ascertainment biases.

Table 2 Included and excluded probands

Probands
Test

Included Excluded statistics P value

Sex n 5 21 M; n 5 23 M; ø
2
 5 0.813 0.3672

n 5 16 ; F n 5 26 ; F
Mean ATA (SD) 40.8 (13.5) 41.9 (14.7) U 5 875.0 0.7834
Mean AO (SD) 22.6 ( 7.2) 25.6 (10.4) U 5 775.0 0.2504

M, Male; F, female; U, Mann-Whitney’s U-test; ATA, age at time of
ascertainment (years), AO, age at onset of the disease (years)

family member who suffered from psychosis among second
degree relatives (SDRG, second degree relatives group)
included 41 probands. five probands were included in both
groups. We excluded 8 probands due to bilineal transmis-
sion, and 41 probands because we selected only probands
whose affected relative(s) were interviewed by a psychia-
trist and had medical records which included sufficient in-
formation. Therefore, all subjects were directly interviewed
by at least one doctor. A total of 37 probands were included
in the study (27 in FDRG, 11 in SDRG; 1 proband was
included in both groups). In pedigrees with two or more
members who suffered from psychosis in a generation, we
extracted all possible pairs. For the final analysis, we had 27
pairs in FDRG (24 patients in G1 and 27 patients in G2) and
17 pairs in SDRG (15 patients in G1 and 12 patients in G2).
All subjects are Japanese. Table 2 summarizes the informa-
tion for included and excluded probands. The included and
excluded groups showed no significant differences in AO,
sex ratios, and age at the time of ascertainment (ATA). Our
sample was not skewed by excluding some probands.

AO was defined as the age of the patient at the onset of
psychotic symptoms that allowed for diagnosis. We know
no valid way of rating schizophrenia severity, because no
appropriate criterion has been developed to estimate the
disease’s lifetime severity. We considered that the AO in
schizophrenia reflected the disease severity to some degree.

We compared AO in G1 and G2 in all of the pairs and in
the two subgroups, FDRG and SDRG, using the Wilcoxon
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Table 3 Pairwise comparisons of AO (years) in G1 and G2

G1 G2

Type Number MAO MATA MAO MATA
Subjects of pairs of pairs Proband (SD) Range (SD) Proband (SD) Range (SD) Z P value

All pairs Total 44 6 35.1 (11.0) 15–59 66.5 (12.0) 36 20.3 (5.9) 12–34 37.8 ( 9.5) 25.72 ,0.0001
FDRG 27 5 38.2 (10.4) 15–59 68.6 (10.0) 22 21.0 (5.8) 14–34 38.2 ( 9.8) 24.48 ,0.0001
SDRG 17 1 30.2 (10.4) 15–47 63.2 (14.4) 14 19.0 (6.0) 12–34 37.1 ( 9.3) 23.62 0.0003

Outliers Total 20 3 31.7 ( 6.4) 22–40 66.0 (12.7) 20 22.1 (4.1) 17–33 36.1 ( 8.5) 23.81 0.0001
excluded FDRG 11 2 33.5 ( 5.4) 23–40 68.3 ( 8.7) 11 22.9 (4.6) 17–33 38.7 ( 7.6) 22.80 0.0050
pairs

a
SDRG 9 1 29.4 ( 7.1) 22–40 63.1 (16.5) 9 21.0 (3.2) 18–28 32.8 ( 8.7) 22.67 0.0076

Narrow Total 34 5 32.7 (10.1) 15–49 67.4 (12.4) 27 20.5 (6.3) 12–34 39.5 ( 9.7) 25.00 ,0.0001
diagnosed FDRG 18 4 35.6 ( 9.1) 15–49 70.5 ( 9.5) 14 21.8 (6.2) 14–34 41.0 (10.4) 23.62 0.0003
pairs

b
SDRG 16 1 29.6 (10.5) 15–47 64.0 (14.5) 13 19.0 (6.2) 12–34 37.9 ( 9.0) 23.52 0.0004

Pairs with ATA Total 18 1 34.3 (10.9) 19–49 72.2 (11.6) 14 21.1 (7.6) 12–34 47.2 ( 5.2) 23.66 0.0003
beyond a risk FDRG 10 1 38.3 ( 9.3) 23–49 77.6 ( 4.2) 8 23.8 (6.7) 17–34 48.6 ( 5.7) 22.65 0.0080
period

c
SDRG 8 0 29.4 (11.2) 19–47 65.5 (14.2) 6 17.6 (7.7) 12–34 45.4 ( 4.2) 22.52 0.0116

ATA controlled Total 26 3 30.7 (11.0) 15–49 68.2 (13.7) 21 19.8 (6.8) 12–34 41.6 (10.1) 24.33 ,0.0001
pairs

d
FDRG 14 3 34.0 (11.1) 15–49 71.4 (11.6) 11 21.4 (6.9) 14–34 43.1 (11.0) 23.14 0.0017
SDRG 12 0 26.8 (10.0) 15–47 64.3 (15.4) 10 18.0 (6.5) 12–34 39.8 ( 9.1) 23.06 0.0022

G1, Upper generation; G2, lower generation; MAO, Mean age at onset; MATA, Mean age at time of ascertainment; Z, Wilcoxon signed rank
sum test (two-tailed); FDRG, first degree velatives group; SDRG, second degree relatives group
a AO of both members of pairs was 16–40 years
b Both members of pairs were DSM-IV (Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, 4th ed.) schizophrenia patients
c Subjects whose ATA was less than 40 years were excluded
d ATA in G2 was equal to or exceeded AO in G1

signed rank sum test and life table analyses for the analysis
of statistical significance, and we also applied the Cox pro-
portional hazard regression model to analyze the relation-
ship between generation and AO, controlling for the cohort
effect. To minimize ascertainment biases, pairwise compari-
son of AO in G1 and G2 was done in five ways: (1) All pairs.
(2) Outliers excluded pairs, under the condition that the
AO of both members of the pairs was 16–40 years. (3)
Narrow diagnosis pairs, under the condition that both mem-
bers of the pairs were DSM-IV schizophrenia patients. (4)
Pairs with ATA beyond a risk period, under the condition
that those subjects whose ATA was less than 40 years were
excluded. (5) ATA controlled pairs, under the condition
that the ATA in G2 was equal to or greater than the AO in
G1.

To test the influence of transmission mode and sex dif-
ference, we compared the AO in G1 and G2 in regard to
paternal and maternal transmission, and compared the AO
in G1 and G2 in four schema: G1 females and G2 females;
G1 females and G2 males; G1 males and G2 females; and
G1 males and G2 males.

In all statistical analyses, we used the Statistical Package
for the Social Sciences (SPSS) 6.1 program for the
Macintosh (SPSS Japan Inc., Tokyo, Japan).

Results

Pairwise comparison

In pairwise comparisons, there were significant differences
between mean AO in G1 and G2, with a significantly earlier
mean AO in G2 in all of the pairs and in the two subgroups,

Table 4 Life table analysis of AO in schizophrenia

Total number
Generation of probards FDRG SDRG

Mean AO in G1 33.4 (n 5 38) 37.4 (n 5 24) 27.9 (n 5 15)
Mean AO in G2 20.8 (n 5 39) 21.0 (n 5 27) 20.4 (n 5 12)
ø

2
27.2 23.9 6.7

df 1 1 1
P

b
 (Wilcoxon test; ,0.0001 ,0.0001 0.0096
two-tailed)

AO, Age at onset of the disease (years); df, degrees of freedom.
One patient in G1 was in both FDRG and SDRG

FDRG and SDRG. To exclude subjects with outlier AO of
schizophrenia, we limited our sample to only those subjects
in whom AO was 16–40 years, and a significantly earlier
AO in G2 was observed in all the pairs and in the two
subgroups. Even when we limited our sample to a narrow
diagnosis (DSM-IV schizophrenia), significantly earlier AO
in G2 was observed in all the pairs and in the two subgroups
(Table 3).

Life table analysis of AO

We performed a life table analysis with AO as the endpoint,
for all the pairs, and for FDRG and SDRG. In all groups,
subjects in G2 experienced significantly earlier AO than
those in G1 (Table 4).

Cox proportional hazard regression model

We divided the subjects into two birth cohorts: those born
after 1945 and cohorts born earlier, as, after the end of
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World War II in 1945, great cultural and socioeconomic
changes took place in Japan. To estimate cohort effect, we
used the Cox proportional hazard regression model, with
birth cohort and generation membership as covariates, and
with AO as the endpoint. The results showed a significant
difference in AO between all subjects in G1 and all subjects
in G2 (â 5 0.966; P 5 0.008), even when we controlled for
a significant birth cohort effect (â 5 0.804; P 5 0.022).

Difference between paternal and maternal transmission

We compared the AO in two generations in paternal trans-
mission (PT) and maternal transmission (MT) pairs (Table
5). Both MT and PT pairs showed significant differences in
mean AO between G1 and G2 in all pairs, but, possibly
because of the small number of pairs, PT pairs in FDRG did
not show such differences.

Influence of sex difference on AO

We compared the AO of G1 and G2 in the four previously
described schema, and three showed a significant decrease
in AO in G2 (Table 6).

Discussion

As has been pointed out, epidemiological research on an-
ticipation involves various methodological issues, the fore-
most of which is that of bilineality, in which both paternal
and maternal transmissions are present (Bassett and Honer
1994; Stöber et al. 1995; Thibaut et al. 1995; Gorwood et al.
1996). This issue involves the question of assortative mat-

ing, and a major premise of anticipation research is the
selection of pedigrees with unilineal transmissions of the
disease. Stronger expression of the genes in bilineal G2 than
unilineal G2 is expected. It is therefore necessary to rigor-
ously exclude pedigrees with bilineal transmission. In the
current study we selected only pairs for which both paternal
and maternal family histories were complete, and excluded
all pedigrees with possible bilineal transmission. Another
effective method is to use operational criteria for family
histories, such as the Family Interview for Genetic Studies
(FIGS; National Institute of Mental Health, Bethesda, MD-
Molecular Genetics Initiative, 1991). We could not employ
this method in the current study, but our data included
substantial information, as previously mentioned.

To prove the presence of anticipation, the next problem
is how to select a random sample, a task closely related to
the problem of ascertainment biases. Therefore it is impor-
tant that all subjects, especially those in G2, have passed
through the period of risk for schizophrenia, because if they
are selected at too early an age, it is possible that their
siblings may eventually manifest the same disease as the
proband after the investigation is completed.

As mentioned previously, Penrose (1948) reported that
ascertainment biases could cause anticipation-like phenom-
ena in several ways when the parent-offspring pair method
is employed: (1) Affected parents with early AO are un-
likely to be detected, because they are likely to have re-
duced fertility; (2) affected offspring with early AO and
more severe symptoms are easily detected, because they are
noticeable; (3) affected parent-offspring pairs with almost
simultaneous onset are easily selected, because the informa-
tion about each is easily available to researchers (Penrose
1948).

To minimize these biases, it is necessary to use pedigrees
whose probands accurately represent the population of

Table 5 Paternal and maternal transmission of schizophrenia in AO

Paternal transmission pairs Maternal transmission pairs

Total FDRG SDRG Total FDRG SDRG
(n 5 10) (n 5 4) (n 5 6) (n 5 34) (n 5 23) (n 5 11)

AO in G1 (SD) 36.6 (10.7) 37.5 (10.0) 36.0 (12.1) 34.7 (11.3) 38.3 (10.7) 27.0 (8.3)
AO in G2 (SD) 22.6 ( 5.6) 23.8 ( 5.6) 21.8 ( 6.1) 19.6 ( 5.9) 20.6 ( 5.9) 17.5 (5.6)
Z 22.80 21.83 22.21 25.01 24.14 22.93
P value 0.0050 0.0679 0.0273 ,0.0001 ,0.0001 0.0033

AO, Age at onset of the disease, in years; Z, Wilcoxon signed rank sum test (two-tailed)

Table 6 Pairwise comparisons of AO in G1 and G2 by sex

G1 Females-G2 females G1 Females-G2 males G1 Males-G2 females G1 Males-G2 males

Number of pairs 15 17 3 9
AO in G1 (SD) 36.3 (9.9) 37.0 (12.7) 35.0 (11.5) 29.6 (8.9)
AO in G2 (SD) 20.9 (5.4) 19.8 ( 6.5) 22.7 ( 5.5) 19.1 (6.3)
AO in G1 minus AO in G2 15.4 (8.7) 17.2 (13.0) 12.3 ( 8.1) 10.4 (6.4)
Z 23.41 23.48 21.60 22.67
P value 0.0007 0.0005 0.1088 0.0077

AO, Age at onset of the disease (years); Z, Wilcoxon signed rank sum test (two-tailed)
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those with schizophrenia. In our sample, the mean age at
the time of ascertainment in G1 was 64.8 years, and that in
G2 was 38.3 years. This suggests that sample subjects in G2
had not completely passed through the risk age for the
disease. Therefore, in our statistical analysis, we excluded
those subjects whose ATA was 40 years or less. As shown,
the AO in G2 was significantly lower than that in G1 in
all the pairs, as well as in FDRG, and SDRG (Table 3).
Our data seemed to be little affected by this type of
ascertainment bias.

To consider subjects in G2, who are too young, another
method is useful for estimating further morbidity risk. For
example, Gottesman and Shields (1982) reported a 16.7%
lifetime morbidity risk for the development of schizophre-
nia in siblings of a schizophrenic proband with one affected
parent. In our sample, the risk for siblings of probands in G2
of FDRG was 11.9%, less than the percentage reported by
Gottesman and Shields. This indicates that about another
5% or less of the siblings may be affected later.

One ascertainment bias is caused by differences in ATA
between G1 and G2, which leads to a greater chance of
finding subjects with greater AO in G1. To control for this
ascertainment bias, we calculated the “expected AO” pro-
posed by Gorwood et al. (1996). The “expected AO” in G2
was estimated from the distribution of observed AO in G1
and the ATA in G2. As the number of our study subjects in
G1 was small (n 5 38), moving averages were used to esti-
mate the probability and cumulative distribution of ob-
served AO in G1 for the purpose of “smoothing”. The mean
“expected AO” in G2 was 26.87 years. Paired t-tests to
compare the mean observed AO (20.85 years) and “ex-
pected AO” showed that in G2, the observed AO was sig-
nificantly lower (P , 0.0001). This result was in accord with
the finding of Gorwood et al. (1996).

Engström et al. (1995) proposed that to correct this
ascertainment bias, parent-offspring pairs in which the AO
of the parent was greater than the ATA of their offspring
should be excluded. But this method has drawbacks. If the
ATA in offspring is very young, for example, when off-
spring become probands at the time of their first episode,
almost all pairs are excluded. When the ATA in offspring is
very old, precise information often cannot be obtained. In
our sample, the AO in G2 was significantly lower than that
in G1, even when this method was employed. This finding
shows that our sample was not greatly influenced by this
ascertainment bias (Table 3).

Next, we have to consider the bias caused by the reduced
fertility of parents with early onset (Penrose 1948). Fraser
(1997) called this bias a “truncation bias” and distinguished
it from ascertainment biases. In schizophrenia, this bias is
more apparent than it is in mood disorders, because the
band of AO in schizophrenia overlaps with marriageable
age. The most effective method of reducing the influence of
this bias is to examine not only parent–offspring pairs but
also uncle– or aunt–nephew or –niece pairs. This bias is
reduced considerably in comparisons between probands
and their relatives in SDRG, especially if G1 subjects do not
marry because of the disease. Moreover, by using such
pairs, we can avoid environmental factors such as being

raised by a parent with a mental disorder. We examined
SDRG, and found a significant decrease of AO in G2 com-
pared to that in G1.

It was difficult for us to completely exclude two other
ascertainment biases suggested by Penrose (1948). first,
subjects in G2 were detected as probands more readily than
subjects in G1, and probands are likely to have severe symp-
toms and show an early AO. This may mimic anticipation.
The best method for minimizing this bias is to perform
pairwise comparison after exclusion of the pairs involving a
proband of a pedigree; however, as our sample was small,
we could not use this method. Second, the ascertainment
bias related to pairs which show simultaneous onset is inevi-
tably problematic for the retrospective study of anticipa-
tion. One method of avoiding this bias is to perform a
long-term prospective study, but this type of study is diffi-
cult to carry out. However, recently, Bassett and Husted
(1997) reanalyzed the data collected by Penrose during the
period 1926–1944, and found that true anticipation was
present in the transmission of schizophrenia, although the
above ascertainment biases were observed.

Asherson et al. (1994) reported that their data, which
showed a significant earlier AO in G2, was influenced by
ascertainment bias. They found a significant correlation
between parental AO and “anticipation”, which they de-
fined as the age difference between parental and offspring
AO. Therefore, they maintained that the data represented
regression to the mean, and not true anticipation. This view
was supported by Yaw et al. (1996), but, in recent reports
which used refined mathematical methods, other research-
ers have criticized its validity (McInnis et al. 1994; Hodge
and Wickramaratne 1995). We performed a correlation
analysis in the same way as did Asherson et al. (1994), and
found a significant correlation between parental AO and
“anticipation” (Spearman’s correlation coefficient, P ,
0.001). However, in our data, only 1 of the 44 pairs showed
negative anticipation. Moreover, in the pairs whose subjects
in G1 showed early onset (AO, is younger than 23 years; n
5 6), the subjects in G2 had significantly lower AO than the
subjects in G1 (P 5 0.0277), and all these pairs showed
positive anticipation. This result was different from those of
Asherson et al. (1994) and Yaw et al. (1996) and suggested
that our data did not show typical regression to the mean.

The cohort effect is reported as another important prob-
lem in the study of anticipation. Gershon et al. (1987) re-
ported that in affective disorders, a significant difference in
AO exists between cohorts born after 1940 and cohorts
born earlier. Such a cohort effect may produce false antici-
pation. But, because these researchers estimated the cohort
effect only in specific pedigrees, if anticipation were to exist
in the pedigrees, its effects would be mixed with the cohort
effect and would be likely to be judged the cohort effect. To
estimate this bias, we performed an analysis using the Cox
proportional hazard regression model. Although the results
showed the presence of a cohort effect, there was a signifi-
cantly earlier AO in G2 than in G1, even when we con-
trolled for the cohort effect.

In our study, the AO in females was significantly higher
than in males (female, 29.3 years; male, 24.1 years;
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Wilcoxon rank sum test, P 5 0.0415). This finding is in
keeping with that of previous reports. If the female-to-male
ratio is large in G1 and small in G2 , we may observe false
anticipation. To test whether this female-to-male ratio
could influence the results of this study, we compared the
AO in G1 and G2 in four schema. In comparisons between
G1 females and G2 females, G1 females and G2 males, and
G1 males and G2 males, we observed a significant decrease
in AO in G2 (Table 6). Because of the small sample size
(n 5 3), comparison between G1 males and G2 females
did not show a significant result, but the mean difference
between G1 and G2 in AO was more than 10 years, the
same as in the other schema. Thus, we can assert that this
bias did not significantly influence our sample.

Some researchers have mentioned that the presence of
genetic imprinting is supporting evidence to prove anticipa-
tion, because in almost all unstable trinucleotide repeats
diseases, genetic imprinting accompanies anticipation
(Asherson et al. 1994; O’Donovan et al. 1995). However,
in spinocerebellar ataxia type 2, a CAG repeats disease,
anticipation is present, but molecular and clinical evidence
for genetic imprinting has not been detected (Imbert et al.
1996; Petronis and Kennedy 1995). In our study, significant
differences in mean AO were observed between G1 and G2
in all MT and PT pairs, although the differences were not
significant in PT pairs in FDRG. However, we considered
that this could result from too few PT pairs, and we ob-
served no marked difference in AO between MT and PT
pairs. For more conclusive observations regarding genetic
imprinting, further investigation is needed.

Recently, a few researchers have presented negative
views of anticipation in several diseases, including schizo-
phrenia. Heiman et al. (1996) have reported that anticipa-
tion is caused by an ascertainment bias which is related to
the differences in ATA in G1 and G2, based on the use of a
computer simulation of pairs in FDRG. We performed not
only a simple pairwise comparison but a pairwise compari-
son between ATA controlled pairs, and applied other meth-
ods such as life table analysis and comparison between
observed and expected AO. Fraser (1997) has mentioned
that between 1995 and 1996, anticipation was reported for
17 different conditions, and that all disorders with a variable
AO occurring in successive generations and reducing
fertility may show evidence of anticipation. But in our
sample, there was a significant difference between mean
AO in G1 and G2, even in SDRG. Fourteen of 15 G1
subjects in SDRG had no children, and even if we exclude
one subject who has children, there was a significant differ-
ence (P 5 0.0001). This result constitutes one of our objec-
tions to the supposed influence of a “truncation bias”,
which, according to Fraser, is the most influential bias for
anticipation.

As mentioned above, several problems have been
pointed out in the epidemiological study of anticipation.
Although it is difficult to completely eliminate these prob-
lems, there are some valid ways to resolve each problem.
We have demonstrated these solutions using statistical
analysis, which showed an earlier AO in G2 than in G1. This
result was observed for both FDRG and SDRG. We con-

sider that these findings add new supportive evidence for
epidemiological anticipation in schizophrenia.

The limitations of this study were that: (1) it was based
on a chart review method, (2) our samples were small, and
(3) in our sample, two ascertainment biases could not be
ruled out. Therefore, in future studies we will aim to collect
more subjects, and to conduct structured interviews.

A recent topic of interest in psychiatric genetics is the
isolation of a new gene on chromosome 22q11.2–q13.1 en-
coding the potassium channel and containing polymorphic
CAG repeats; this is thought to be a schizophrenia-related
gene (Chandy et al. 1998). This suggests that one of the
schizophrenia-related genes contains TRE, or that a sub-
group of schizophrenia is associated with a gene with TRE.
Although TRE is not always related to anticipation, it is
necessary to cautiously continue the study of epidemiologi-
cal anticipation in schizophrenia, and to relate it to the
study of biological anticipation, including the molecular
genetics of unstable DNA such as TRE.
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